
Diversity Committee Meeting Notes 
6/28/21 
 
Present: Crystalyn, Britania, Jon, Brooks, Iana, Sherry, Ayisha, Colleen, Lisa P., Sam, Mary, 
Ann, Lucy, Thom, Becs, Patty Ro, Grumpy, Emma, Sally, Diane 
 
1. Introductions/check ins 
2. Survey/census 

● Religion question 
○ Antisemitism at core of neo Nazism.  Important to address religious diversity.  Would 

be good if OCF meetings didn’t fall on holy days for certain religions 
○ Anti-Islamic hate is present 
○ Not everyone who comes to fair is Christian.  Religion important part of identity 
○ Diane in past wasn’t into this question due to it not being in the US Census 
○ Wording? We reached consensus on the following question: What, if any, religion or 

spiritual practice do you belong to or identify with? 
● We have reached out to the survey committee and have not gotten a response.   

3. Asian American Statement 
● We have received the statement from LEAN: 

○ The Oregon Country Fair is determined to uplift all BIPOC voices in our community 
to ensure they are heard and supported in measurable ways. We not only condemn 
the significant increase in acts of violence inflicted upon East Asian individuals as a 
result of hateful rhetoric surrounding the covid-19 pandemic, but also the pervasive 
racism and xenophobia that has harmed the entire Asian community for too long. 

 
Change begins when we directly call out racism the moment we see it and hold those 

closest to us accountable for their actions, as this is how we truly stand alongside our 
BIPOC community to combat white supremacy and the racist-motivated violence it 
normalizes in our communities. We saw an example of this violence in the heinous 
murder of George Floyd by a police officer who refused to recognize his victim's 
humanity. We witnessed it again in the Atlanta massage parlor massacre, as the 
murders of Xiaojie Tan, Daoyou Feng, Delaina Ashley Yaun Gonzalez, Paul Andre 
Michels, Hyun Grant, Suncha Kim, and Soon Chung Park were all the result of the 
dehumanization of East Asian women and femmes. The SSWANA and Sikh 
communities are continually targeted to this day, as evidenced by the FedEx 
massacre in Indianapolis. 

 
In pursuing our goal of becoming exceptional collaborators in the fight for racial justice, 

we have taken steps that bring us closer to creating a fully inclusive and equitable 
space at the Oregon Country Fair. With our team of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
consultants, we have begun this process of incorporating tips that make the fair feel 
safer for all marginalized people. The OCF Diversity Committee is in dialogue with 
CeDaR, FairCARE, and management on how to prevent racial harm and support 
healing when these harms occur. Although we have made some strides, we also 



recognize that we still have a tremendous amount of space that must be filled with 
learning and growth. 

 
If you would like to support an organization dedicated to providing a safe space and 

platform for East Asian and all BIPOC folx, please follow the Lane East Asian 
Network on Facebook and make a donation to them on PayPal 
(OregonLEAN@gmail.com) or Venmo (OregonLEAN). Thank you for helping us 
create the community we want to see in the world. 
■ Some board members had issue with murder in George Floyd statement.  There 

has since been board turnover and changed minds and a conviction.  Might be 
helpful for someone from DC to explain why that word is appropriate 

■ One suggested change: change “tips” to “recommendations” 
■ Spell out SAWANA South Asian Southwest Asian and North African 

● Recommendation for 1000 donation to LEAN.  500 from separate line item approved by 
board and 500 from an existing line item to be approved by ED 
○ All board donations have been on hold.  Asking for board approval is the only way to 

receive a donation currently.  Procedural issue 
○ Anticipate concern being raised that LEAN may not be best Asian org for money to 

go to 
■ Are they a designated non-profit?  No.  Perhaps another non-profit could receive 

for them 
■ They are a startup, started in 12/2020.  Grassroots.  It’s important to fund helping 

people get started.  Nice to give to small org rather than well-established one that 
already has money.  Not a lot of support for this community even though it is one 
of biggest minority groups in Eugene.  What for?  “Seed money to help get their 
org established in community” 

○ Could we ask board for whole 1000?  Might depend on how budget looks after VF 
4. Fall fundraising event 

● Q&A last Saturday with BUMs.  Asked if willing to apply equity lens and they are willing 
to receive our help/feedback.   

● Sallie gave an overview of the proposal for the September 18th fundraising concert.  
Working with food committee for food and entertainment coordinators for entertainment.   
○ There is an entertainment coordinator who wants to collaborate with someone who 

can apply an equity lens 
○ Important to bring in Fair favorites and also new people 
○ Culture Jam youth performers could be considered for entertainment 
○ Fair Family having early access to tickets could be barrier to inclusivity of 

marginalized communities 
○ Great opportunity to open ourselves to and support more diverse range of people 
○ Tickets at $100 imposes barrier.  Sliding scale? 
○ Figure out way to fund low income tickets with more expensive tickets that offset 

lower priced ones 
○ BUMs are facing lots of competing demands.   



○ Fair’s goal is to become more welcoming, diverse, inclusive but also have budget 
constraints, can only have 2999 people, more volunteers who want to be involved 
than can  

○ If asking for certain percentage of funds going toward DEI goals not approved by 
board, other ways to fundraise for DEI like selling DEI merchandise and having some 
kind of other fundraising alongside the event 

○ How to prioritize marginalized voices for this event?  Put them in the seats of power 
like entertainment booking for example.  There are “Fair faves” who are not white 
hippy jam bands.  Lots of people want to see hip-hop, reggae, Latin music, world 
beats, etc. 

○ Need to prioritize BIPOC food booths and entertainers 
○ What is entertainment budget?  Make sure paying BIPOC performers well 
○ BUMs asking for DC to join the management team in the planning.  Bare bones in 

terms of volunteers that can be involved.  Need help crafting a message to 
coordinators and food committee that asks them to prioritize BIPOC involvement 
■ They will get back to us with info on subcommittees where DC can plug in 

5. FFN article 
● Jon and Mary will work on it 

6. FairCARE and grievance procedure revisions 
● Britania and Jon attended the open house on FairCARE 
● Some folks read the document the Britania had circulated.  There was a different version 

used in the stakeholder session.  She is not sure when the new document happened. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LEvX31lrppn2E3HPUEnWLlAOV41i-
VvXi77KkTbJD84/edit 

● Some of the committee’s recommendations had been incorporated into the new 
document. 

● This is already on the agenda and will likely be passed in August.  
● Britania will apply to be on the FairCARE work group. 
● One change, the timeline will be waived if the incident is related to trauma or violence 
● This is a work in progress and will be reviewed again.  It’s still a bureaucratic and lengthy 

process.  
● One concern is that folks (coordinators, booth reps, camping mediation crew, cedar, 

Whitebird, etc.) aren’t trained to deal with identity based harms  
● We should go through and provide feedback sooner rather than later.  Britania will email 

this out.  
7. Joint meeting with board 

● Sam hasn’t found dates yet because lots of meetings/board busy.  Will get back to us 
with potential dates before next DC meeting 

8. Consultant Recommendations  
● Jon introduced the subject and others gave a recap of the small group meeting with the 

consultants.  
○ Went into small groups and discussed individual recommendations.  Weren’t able to 

go deep.  What’s next?  Lots of questions with no answers.  Cost of deeper dive on 



surveys?  No clear next steps.  Were told by a board member that the committee 
needs to communicate better 

○ Left meeting disappointed and pessimistic.  One break out session discussed hiring 
staff and report back from that break out was that it wasn’t possible because we 
don’t have money.  Depressed that they didn’t take a yes yes yes approach of “this is 
a challenge; how can we get creative to make it happen?”  Needs more context out 
of which the recommendations emerged.  What is keeping us from being diverse, 
equitable, and inclusive.  Not sure how to present recommendations to Fair Family 
without that context. 

○ Perhaps we can find out how much the deeper dive (organizational assessment) 
would cost?  Not sure of the best way to secure funds to find this out.  We could 
crowdfund the resources perhaps?  

○ The craft committee has been trying to grapple with these issues among crafters.  
There is disappointment that more direction has not been received on how to go 
about creating a more inclusive population.  

○ This is a big job.  We charred some bridges perhaps with consultants because we 
asked for 100k worth of work on 20k contract.  So many areas of Fair, all of them, 
that need this deep analysis and recommendations.  This is not going to be a quick, 
cheap fix.   

○ April meeting was supposed to lay ground for educational program.  Will the 
materials from that meeting the Fair’s property? 

○ Board working session in September on how to move forward with 
recommendations.  There will be people who won’t take recommendations seriously 
without spelling out what the problem is. 
■ Perhaps committee could write the contextual piece, translates recommendations 

so people can hear what we’re saying 
■ Some see the problem as obvious - we’re not welcoming to BIPOC folks.  If you 

read the recommendations with that lens, then the problem is clearly stated.  We 
are not welcoming, because we don’t do the inverse of each recommendation.  

○ Part of white supremacy is wanting quick fixes.  Need to get used to making 
incremental changes unless everyone with power is willing to give up their seat to 
marginalized person 

○ It was really uplifting to have the BUMs come to the committee and ask for our 
opinion.  The BUM’s offered a seat at the table.  That is one reason it feels rewarding 
and it’s very appreciated.   

○ We should start introducing these in the August FFN, the board working assembly, 
and have this be a topic in the board elections.  

○ There will be intro of consultants in Peach Pit for VF 
○ Will be difficult to talk about our progress if we haven’t introduced the 

recommendations. Perhaps we could write the introduction and have the consultants 
sign off on these?   

○ Liz needs to ask for recordings and other materials from consultant meetings 
○ It’s obvious that this is a white organization and we have white people problems.  

There is some hand holding that’s necessary and we shouldn’t spend too much labor 



explaining to people why racism and white supremacy should be dismantled at Fair.  
Can we send recommendations out to coordinators? 

○ Siobhan told Colleen that they would release all their materials to us 
○ Could get three year grant for DEI staff positions.  Can Jon write that grant?  Does 

there need to be Board motion?  Does Liz need to do it?  
■ There are preliminary steps in contacting orgs to ask if they would help fund the 

project, before we write the grant.  Someone authorized to speak on behalf of fair 
would need to approach these orgs 

■ Some foundations require proposals to be reviewed and approved by board, 
some just require ED approval 

■ Board approved that grant be written for culture jam  
■ Designated giving policy.  Grant might count as earmarked gift and those require 

board approval.  Spending from grant will need to be approved by board so 
would be good to get board approval in advance. 

■ Will have to wait until new ED in place 
■ This is 6-month to year project 

○ Paid one person for NAO 30k and one person on ED search 20k.  For 120k we 
would have gotten what we are wanting from consultants if we were willing to invest 
in that.   

○ Could be good to send recommendations to coordinators along with announcing 
them at coordinator meeting Crystalyn is doing 

○ Next Steps: 
■ Jon and Melissa will work with Liz on an email to the consultant group: 

● Ask the consultants how much it would cost to receive the more in 
depth organizational assessment they referenced in their 
recommendations. 

● Also ask for list that identifies obstacles to being more welcoming 
and inclusive 

● Does survey data belong to us or them? 
● Do educational materials belong to us? 

■ FFN august announce recommendations 
● Jon and Brooks can help with that.  Jon will ask Melissa and 

Ayisha to get involved 
■ Send recommendations to board, officers, BUMs, staff.  Perhaps wait until after 

virtual fair?   There is some disagreement around this.  After much discussion, 
we agreed to release them on the .net site and elsewhere.  Jon will get them 
posted. Britannia will post them on Facebook. 

○ BUMs are volunteers and some have powerful jobs (judge, city planner, state 
politician, etc.).  How do we pay consultants handsomely when this is volunteer run 
organization?  There is clashing of values.  Not good timing with Virtual Fair coming 
up 
■ There is a need to pay for this work other than volunteerism isn’t at odds with our 

volunteerism ideals.  Volunteer jobs are fun jobs.  Dismantling white supremacy 
isn’t fun.  It hurts.  It goes beyond 3 chips interactions.   



■ We aren’t asking for grant before Virtual Fair.  These are goals we’d like to see 
happen soon.  we’ve been working on it for a while.  This is huge work we’re 
doing and we need to pay people what they're worth like we pay the white people 
to do the work the org thinks are more important 

9.  Stakeholder Meeting with Executive Director candidate 
● Colleen read a statement: 

○ Diversity committee questions were used at every step of the interview process 
○ A 20-person committee was assembled for this meeting representing a cross-section 

of fair family 
○ There are two finalists - neither is able to lead to DEI transformation at the fair, 

although both support the work 
○ She apologized for not contacting the committee about the stakeholder meeting 
○ Both candidates are employed and need to keep confidentiality - balancing 

confidentiality and openness has been difficult 
○ She did the best she could and she will document lessons learned 
○ Who is leading this if not the ED?  Colleen thinks this is a collaboration and a 

partnership.  We need to do this system-wide.  We need to make the organization a 
place where people want to work.  Sam: the two DEI staff people we hire to do this 
will lead this effort.  

○ Are these people both cis, straight, and white?  It wasn’t asked and can’t be asked in 
that way, although questions can be asked in a way the elucidate that information 
had this been prioritized in the interview questions.  For instance, “what life 
experiences do you have that inform your views on DEI.”  etc. 

○ Colleen is interested in being our board liaison 
 
Next steps 
 

- Crystalyn will get the current survey crew contact info and we will run the survey by that 
crew 

- The religion question will be made fill in the blank with the wording above. 
- Britania email LEAN ask if nonprofit that can receive for them and approve changes and 

ask what using money for 
- Crystalyn check with Liz about line item for LEAN donation 
- Jon and Mary FFN article 
- Who wants to join BUMs in planning?  Britania and Iana will work with them on the fall 

event.  
- Jon send Sally committee contact list 
- Sam send potential dates for Board/DC meeting 
- Email questions to consultants (when can we expect materials, org assessment cost, 

what’s hindering our ability to be welcoming and inclusive-identifying obstacles) 
- Ask Liz to get recordings and other materials from consultants  
- Crystalyn announce consultant recommendations at coordinator meeting 
- Iana, Britania, and Brooks are working on Virtual Fair 
- Britania link .net recommendations on FB groups 



- Brooks and Jon write rec context to go along with wherever we publish recs 
- Jon will get the recommendations posted on the .net site 
- Jon will work with Crystalyn to get some time at the coordinators meeting to discuss the 

recommendations and sent out to the other lists 
- Britania send email to committee about Colleen or Lily being board liaison once Colleen 

checks in 
 


